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From Reader Review What's in a Name for online ebook

velvetgypsy says

Sweet little excerpt.

KBeautiful1 says

Sergei and Bianca's short story.

Here we find Bianca and Sergei finalizing names for their twins (boy and girl). The first moments of
parenthood for the both of them. Love flowed all through them and in that hospital room, As Bianca nursed
their son (Bradshaw Alexander Sahkarov aka Sasha) and Sergei dressed their daughter in a onesie (Isabella
Irina Sahkarov aka Bella) he experienced more love in that room then he has in his whole life. Sergei finally
has his own family and Bianca has the man of her dreams and their children.

Well Until My Next Review Ciao Bellas!

Sara says

that kind of sweet .

Felicia says

Loved it

Tamara says

Mu favorite couple of the series - Sergei and Bianca name their twins. Very short story.

Megan's Picks For Today Blog says

This was fairly short read but still enjoyable to read. The children's, the twins last names were hard to
pronounce and Isabella is a beautiful name though. Married couple Sergei and Bianca, have twins and is still
in love. I admire how their love is stronger than ever and will last a lifetime. This is a beautiful,
heartwarming read about love, family and marriage. I loved reading it and can't wait to read more from this
author.



I recieved a free copy exchange for a honest review from instafreebie.

Lissa Smith Reads'~Bookaholics Bookshelf Reviews says

4 Stars:

It was wonderful getting a sneak peek of the naming of the twins and Sergei trying to snap the tiny buttons of
his daughter's sleeper with his giant hands. lol, love it!

Among some of my favorites. Outstanding literary work. The characters are well developed, interesting. The
liked characters are likable and the hated are unlikable. The writing is captivating enough to keep you
interested until the end and leave you wanting more. It has a fairly original or uniquely well-developed plot.
The pretense and romance was well balanced and done with properly distributed amounts of hints, behaviors
and chemistry. Not so much predictable if at all. Overall, loved it, I recommend reading!!

Erin says

An enjoyable short little one.

Now that I'm in a better mental place, I can deal with the babies of the Russian Protector world.

I liked the names.
I liked seeing Sergei struggle with the little snaps of the baby onesie.

All in all, I enjoyed it and can't wait for the next book.

Tracey Zelukovic says

Loved it

Jenny - Book Sojourner says

Super sweet short story of Sergei and Bianca naming their twins. I love Sergei. He's such a big softie. I love
imagining everyone's kids growing up together.

Shelley Chastagner says

An intimate moment that takes place after Sergei 2 is done. Bianca and Sergei are in the hospital with their
newborn twins discussing what to name them. This was the cherry on top of their story.
Highly recommended author and series



All read

Renégade ♥ says

4 stars

Hope says

The naming of the twins.
These little story's are not necessary but they are oh so fun!

*Dee's Reading Time Matters says

The naming of Sergei and Bianca's twins... a cute and quick read!

Still awaiting Kostya's story in the Russian Protector series!

Tammy Sargeant says

A cute little read of the naming ceremony of the twins. Welcome Sasha and Belle. I hope we get a story with
all the kids hanging out and maybe a spin off with them.


